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“In exactly four years after the last Russian cannon fired down the Unter den 
Linden,” concludes Leon Uris’s Armageddon (1963), a standard American 
historical novel set in Cold War-era Berlin, “the greatest paradox of the century 
had happened. Berlin had completely reversed its meaning in the eyes of the 
world”.1 From a place stigmatized as grimly fascist and militaristically 
authoritarian, it had become a shining beacon of democracy on Europe’s eastern 
edge. During the same period, the postwar American perspective on Berlin, as 
that of an occupying military power, had itself, in a very physical sense, become 
the gaze of political authority. Uris’s American protagonists, grappling with 
Berlin’s changing “meaning” on the eve of the U.S.’s own civil rights movement, 
often wonder at a “German people” capable of genocide and the enslavement of 
their own citizens. The novel’s narrator himself, meanwhile, wonders at the 
infrequency of Americans’ reflection on their own centuries-long enslavement of 
millions, the obliteration of Native American populations and the contemporary 
subjugation of their own citizens through racial categorization. Uris, closing on 
the above note of hope, also concludes his narrative with an aborted marriage 
between an American and a German. One might well wonder if perhaps a 
fictional gesture as symbolically-charged as this Anglo-Teutonic marriage might 
narratively consolidate a transnational perspective on racial inequality and human 
rights violations that is in many ways a shared history. One might wonder as well 
if Uris’s characters’ repeated questioning of the “character” of “the German 
people” is not a means of avoiding (or, more optimistically, of undertaking more 
comfortably through projection and transference) an examination not only of 
darker chapters of U.S. history, but also of its postwar policies, and of 
condemning them only insofar as they are not “American.” Given that, as Jeffrey 
Garten has written, part of American Cold War foreign policy was to raise 
Germany from the ashes of war and remake it in the U.S.’s own likeness, Berlin’s 
position in the American imagination is an essential component of the U.S.’s self-
image in the 20th century. Here, I hope to show how, as a concentrated 
microcosm of Germany in urban form, Berlin might also prove a rich source for 
indications of repressed social and political tension in the U.S.’s postwar period, 
as they are projected onto the Other. For if notable work has been published on 
Germany in the American imagination (D.E. Barclay and E. Glaser-Schmidt, 
Hans-Jürgen Diller, et. al., and Waldemar Zacharasiewicz), little has yet been 
published specifically on Berlin's image in American literature (notable exceptions 
include Jörg Helbig and Christine Gerhardt), despite the city’s increasing 
appearance as a fictional setting. 

                                                
1 Leon Uris, Armageddon (New York: Dell, 1985), 656-57. 
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This article surveys postwar and later American fiction set in Berlin, noting 
several methods it employs for distancing American characters from Berlin’s 
authoritarian image as they move through and participate in the city.2 At the 
same time, the U.S.’s own postwar policies and culture participated in increasing 
levels of militarism and conservatism themselves, even long after, as Uris writes, 
Berlin’s own “meaning” had “reversed.” Berliners themselves are rarely more 
than secondary characters, foils, or objects of desire for American protagonists in 
these fictions. These are, at their most basic level, stories (and often morality 
tales) for and about Americans, in which Berlin is both configured as a projection 
of their own image and serves as a barrier against identification with this image. 
Two elements of this projection will be discussed: firstly, the recurring image of 
militaristic and authoritarian echoes under the surface of a civilianized Berlin. As 
the U.S. enters the Cold War and proceeds toward its own military expansion,3 
these echoes threaten to encroach on the occupying American self. Secondly, 
techniques of distancing American characters from these echoes of 
authoritarianism and militarism, either through their topographical placement “off” 
from the center of Berlin, through images of a pastoral space within or outside the 
city, representing a safe “Americanized” haven within a fictionalized Berlin or, 
finally, as the city itself impinges on this garden-like space, recurrent themes of 
escape and flight from urban, authoritarian encroachment, often across water. I 
hope to show that, for the American writers under discussion, this repeated 
metaphor of flight from a projected nexus of authoritarianism to the safe space of 
the U.S. masks what is truly at work in these fictions: even as characters flee 
from this projection, Berlin’s heterostereotyping as the emblem of an 
overwhelming authoritarianism is itself being used to avoid homostereotyping of a 
growing conservatism and authoritarianism in the U.S.. The spatial projection 
onto Berlin of what characters seek to escape and their narrativized flight itself 
are thus essentially one and the same act, for the very projection of this 
authoritarianism onto Berlin is in itself an attempt at avoiding recognition of the 
U.S.’s own developing 20th century political and cultural structures as themselves 
authoritarian. 

The problems many American characters in Berlin face could be grouped, 
following Adorno and Horkheimer’s three means of authoritarian domination, as 
the human domination of nature (with “natural” space being overwhelmed by the 
city itself); the domination of the perceived “natural” within humans (through 
cultural change in the U.S. in the years leading up to the sexual revolution, the 
dawning of the gay rights movement, demasculinization of the stereotypical white 
American male, and the revelatory heft of the Pentagon Papers and the 

                                                
2 The article is drawn from a longer study on the image of Berlin in American literature from 1840-
2010, currently being revised for publication.  
3 From 1953-55 military spending in the U.S. rose to 14% of its GDP as opposed to about 4% in 
1947, not falling below 10% until 1960, spiked again from 1965-68, and showed a slow rise again 
in the mid-1980s. (http://www.truthandpolitics.org/military-relative-size.php). Clearer spikes can 
be seen in terms of constant fiscal year dollars in terms of heights of the Korean (1952) and 
Vietnam (1968) Wars, 1985 and 2008. The author’s own survey of 97 American fictional texts set 
in Berlin and published between 1840 and 2011 shows corresponding rises in use of the city as a 
setting.  
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Watergate scandal increasing Americans’ distrust of the military-industrial 
complex); and in both, the domination of some humans by others (as, in the 
1980s, disparity between social and economic classes increased) (See, for 
example, Weinberg 1996). According to Adorno and Horkheimer, this triumvirate 
of domination is essentially motivated by fear of the unknown. Here, perhaps, 
Americans’ sense of the unknown in their own evolving political and cultural 
climate, coupled with a mid-20th century distrust of the urban, caused projections 
of all these domestic issues onto the foreign city, (ironically) resulting in fears of 
contamination by this very projection itself and a return to “America” as a 
solution.  

American fiction has a long history of defining American identity by means of 
projecting the darker sides of its authors’ own political and social concerns for the 
U.S. onto European topographies. Studies on this range from Nathalia Wright’s 
study of 19th century projections of the slavery South and the free North onto 
Italy’s “liberal” north and “backward” south, to J. Gerald Kennedy’s examination 
of Anaïs Nin’s projections of American sexual repression onto Parisian 
architecture. While Berlin’s image in the American imagination developed much 
later than that of Italy or Paris, its earliest identificatory links to the U.S. in the 
American popular imagination could be argued to have been much more direct. 
An image of the city was perhaps first fomented in the popular imagination with 
George Bancroft’s glowing Berlin reports from “The United States of Germany” 
during the Franco-Prussian war. In the same year, President Ulysses S. Grant’s 
asserted that Germany’s unification, as “a form of government similar in many 
respects to that of the American Union is an event that can not fail to touch 
deeply the sympathies of the people of the United States”.4 The U.S.’s own 
recent struggles for unification during its Civil War certainly led contemporary 
politicians to see Germany’s unification as a linking feature between the two 
young nations. Even the fact that Berlin was the capital of an empire, while the 
U.S. was a republic, seemed not to dim this image. Ten years later, an article in 
Harper’s Weekly described Wilhelm II as being made “of stuff that would have 
made a first-rate American”,5 while Berlin with its speedy growth and modernity 
was, for Mark Twain in 1892, simply “the Chicago of Europe”.6  

Yet Berlin’s image as a mirror of an American city had barely been formed 
when World War I put a damper on it, and its rebirth as the capital of a republic 
had barely reestablished diplomatic ties when reports from writers were sent 
back describing the rise of National Socialism in the 1930s to an increasingly 
concerned American readership. Berlin’s image was clearly split between that of 
a sister space to the urban U.S., and an ominous locus of many of the same 

                                                
4 Qtd. in Manfred Jonas, The United States and Germany: A Diplomatic History (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1984), 15. See also Henry M. Adams, Prussian-American Relations, 1775-1871 
and Peter Krüger, “Die Beurteilung der Reichsgründung und der Reichsverfassung von 1871 in 
den USA.” 
5 Jörg Nagler, “From Culture to Kultur: Changing American Perceptions of Imperial Germany, 
1870-1914,” in Transatlantic Images and Perceptions: Germany and America since 1776, ed. 
David E. Barclay and Elisabeth Glaser-Schmidt, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 
147. 
6 Mark Twain, “The Chicago of Europe,” Chicago Daily Tribune, April 3, 1892. 
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political and social problems lurking within the U.S. The close of the Second 
World War hardly put an end to this bifurcated image of the city. Jörn Donner, 
describing Berlin in 1960, sums up his portrait by outlining a popular conception 
which heavily influenced American perceptions: “Berlin is dramatic, and is 
marked by political tension which might crack at any moment. It is East and 
West, kidnappings and political murders, a threat of world war”.7 This highlights a 
polarized tension between the actual ordinariness of everyday life in the city and 
imagined horrors (often with strong historical associations) lurking beneath its 
surface. In the postwar period and later, many American authors configured a 
fictionalized Berlin as a dominating urban authority whose history threatens to 
resurge from beneath the cityscape’s surface, posing a menace to the individual 
American self through contamination. Soon after Donner’s description, postwar 
Berlin was to be divided one side from the other, but it was already a city divided 
from its own historical self. Yet its past, visually erased through physical 
destruction, is still often depicted as menacingly present in postwar American 
literary texts, which frequently simulate continuity between the two, first by 
projecting a nascent historical fascism that seems to rise echoingly from the 
urban landscape itself, then incorporating it into the actions of contemporary 
characters within it. As Albrecht Thiemann and Heinz Ickstadt have suggested, 
“Berlin wird der amerikanischen Nachkriegsliteratur mehrfach zum Anlass, nicht 
nur deutsche Geschichte zu zitieren, sondern über sie und gleichsam in ihr auch 
eigene Geschichte mitzureflektieren”.8 These reflections, lingering in 
contemporary literature, rarely begin as direct depictions of the self, but as 
echoes of the city’s own past that threaten to resurge in the present, and then 
merge with the self.  

As the narrator of J. S. Marcus’s The Captain’s Fire (1996) walks through 
Berlin, for example, the sound of Berliners’ “shoes on the cobblestone pavement 
as timeless,” first reminds him “of a noise a pair of shoes might have made on 
that same cobblestone pavement x or y number of years ago”,9 and through this 
sound, the city itself slowly seems to allow movement backward in time, where 
he finds increasingly ominous consonances with his own present. His first 
references to these consonances are largely oblique and symbolic, often ironic. 
Among contemporary throngs of shoppers near the KaDeWe department store, 
gay men meet near a subway station in the shape of a triangle (recalling 
concentration camp badges), while on Eberswalder Strasse “a star of intersecting 
streets” near a Jewish cemetery is described as “Star of David-like”.10 Jewish and 
bisexual himself, and haunted by postmemories of concentration camps, the 
narrator notes how trees on the Schönhauser Allee “look like posts,” and how the 
“bare vines lining the doors of courtyards look like metal fences”.11 A slow 
                                                
7 Jörn Donner, Report from Berlin, trans. Albin T. Anderson (Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 1961), 229. 
8 Albrecht Thiemann and Heinz Ickstadt, “Die Faszination des Befremdlichen. Berlin in der 
amerikanischen Literatur des 20. Jahrhunderts,” in Welcome to Berlin: Das Image Berlins in der 
englischprachigen Welt von 1700 bis heute, ed. Jörg Helbig (Berlin: Stapp, 1987), 78. 
9 J.S. Marcus, The Captain’s Fire (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1996), 53. 
10 Marcus, Captain’s Fire, 145. 
11 Marcus, Captain’s Fire, 149. 
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accumulation of passing, oblique references to the city’s missing minorities 
culminates with a description of Prenzlauer Berg’s Wasserturm, used during the 
period of National Socialism as a prison, whose nearby establishments “look 
indisputably like cafes and restaurants, until after you find out what they had 
been and they start to look like what they were as well as what they are”.12 The 
threatened eruption of a latent violence is precisely what Marcus’s narrator 
seems to fear, in his unmonumented, unlabeled, unmarked Berlin, whose history 
he feels himself alone in recording, as if this recording itself were the only means 
of keeping the city’s history from erupting to impinge on his own identity or reflect 
his own desires. Yet, in general, even as they struggle to distance themselves 
from it, the spaces of this city, and the narrative situations it presents, become 
increasingly familiar to American characters over the century. 

Like Marcus’s narrator, “non-Germans who study Germany,” Brian Ladd writes 
hopefully, 

 
tend to take a certain comfort in these battles [of salvaging meaning 
and national identity from the past]: our identity is not at stake. At 
some point, however, we recognize that the national traditions we 
carry more lightly have their dark sides, too. Even many Germans 
might agree that German history carries with it a heavier moral 
burden than, say, American history. But perhaps it is also true that 
the Germans, more than the rest of us, are facing up to moral 
dilemmas inherent in a national identity. This is one reason why the 
attempts to understand Berlin’s history and identity deserve 
international attention. The concentration of troubling memories, 
physical destruction, and renewal has made Berliners, however 
reluctantly, international leaders in exploring links between urban 
form, historical preservation, and national identity.13 

 
Marcus’s use of Berlin’s history to make its present-day sites resonate eerily with 
images of their past incarnations bears a literary resemblance to photographer 
Julian Rosefeldt’s project “Hidden City” (2000), showing images of Hitler’s 
“Führerbau” headquarters, now housing Munich’s University of Music and 
Performing Arts. Until recently, according to Rosefeldt, information on the former 
function of rooms within the building was withheld from the public. Rosefeldt’s 
photos include the conservatory’s harp room (formerly Hitler’s breakfast room) 
and a piano concert room (formerly the chamber in which Hitler, Mussolini and 
Chamberlain signed the Munich Agreement). National Socialist-designed 
workspaces are shown as they are in use today and, aside from the glimpses 
they allow into the lives of the students using them, the photos are at first glance 
perfectly banal. Yet, after learning their former history from corresponding 
plaques, the spaces in the photos literally change before one’s eyes. One has, 
like Marcus’s narrator, the eerie sensation of stepping back, looking again, and 

                                                
12 Marcus, Captain’s Fire, 270. 
13 Brian Ladd, The Ghosts of Berlin: Confronting German History and the Urban Landscape 
(Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1997). 4. 
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seeing them also as they were. Much as Alan Balfour writes of photos of pre-war 
Berlin, they offer evidence of passing time that “disturbs the imagination with a 
direct sense of loss,” providing “painful evidence of the uncontrollable and often 
unacknowledged forces below the surface of experience, which may erupt when 
least expected”14 – forces much like those dominated by Adorno’s superego in 
the authoritarian personality. Mapping the potential for the development of a 
German-styled fascism in the United States, Adorno approached the 
“authoritarian personality” in terms of Freudian theory, describing the superego’s 
development as based on the individual subject’s childhood internalization of the 
values of the subject’s father.15 The more authoritarian the father, following Freud 
and Adorno, the more powerfully a child represses his own unconscious desires 
by projecting them onto others – in particular, Adorno asserted, onto political, 
religious and ethnic minorities. A repressive control over the self, Adorno and his 
colleagues concluded, is compensated by aggression toward others onto whom 
one’s own desires are projected. This structure of superego and projected id also 
translates to the fascist society at large where, this mentality becoming collective, 
the superego is projected onto a single authoritarian figure, and the id onto the 
collective minority group as a figuralized object. In Marcus’s novel, this eruption 
of “forces below the surface of experience” finally announces itself with scattered 
reports of an increasing number of neo-Nazi attacks against minorities 
immediately following the fall of the Berlin Wall,16 providing a motive for the 
narrator’s eventual flight from the city – even as its ambience allows readers 
glimpses of his own repressed racism toward the city’s newer immigrant 
minorities. Here, the projection and the “contamination” seem almost to meld, as 
the violence erupting around him and his own passing violent desires border on 
conflation.   

Violent eruptions into placid space are common in most postwar and post-Wall 
American fiction set in Berlin, yet rarely appear earlier. Compare, for example, 
Thomas Wolfe’s pre-war depiction of the capital during its 1936 Olympic games, 
where, almost magically, the “green trees along the Kurfürstendamm began to 
talk: from loud-speakers concealed in their branches an announcer in the 
stadium spoke to the whole city” to a very different post-war description of the 
same technology in Robert C. Reinhart’s Walk the Night (1994),17 in which the 
Unter den Linden’s “trees began to scream, the loudspeakers now visible in the 
bare branches shouting the imminent passage of Hitler himself”.18 For Wolfe’s 
visitor to Berlin, “the massed splendor of the banners made the gaudy 
decorations of America’s great parades […] seem like shoddy carnivals in 
comparison,” as “through the vast avenues of the faëry Tiergarten […] the whole 

                                                
14 Alan Balfour, “Moving Pictures.” Edited version of Chapter 3 in Berlin: The Politics of Order 
1737-1989. http://www.alanbalfour.com/books/berlin_politics/chapter3/. Accessed December 9, 
2010. 
15 T.W. Adorno, Else Frenkel-Brunswik, Daniel J. Levinson and R. Nevitt Sanford, The 
Authoritarian Personality (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1950). 
16 Balfour, “Moving Pictures.” 
17 Thomas Wolfe, You Can’t Go Home Again (Garden City, New York: The Sun Dial Press, 1942), 
626. 
18 Robert C. Reinhart, Walk the Night (Boston: Alyson Publications, 1994), 90. 
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town was a thrilling pageantry of royal banners”.19 Yet, as Lacan wrote, “’[t]he 
function of beauty’ […] is to be ‘an extreme barrier that forbids access to a 
fundamental horror’”,20 and, for Wolfe’s protagonist Webber, “a plague of the 
spirit” soon sinks in as he glimpses a sinister tension behind the pageantry.21 
Wolfe’s descriptions, after his realization of the sinister forces behind the 
festivities, finally repeat their images of crowds of “patient, tramping German feet” 
stretching from Wilhelmstrasse “up to the arches of the Brandenburger Tor,”  yet 
now, with a sudden “sharp command,” there is “the solid smack of ten thousand 
leather boots as they came together with the sound of war”.22 Images such as 
these, where a latent violence rises suddenly to the surface of Berlin’s scenery, 
would prove difficult for later writers to set aside, even as their settings inscribe a 
more contemporary and placid city. 

Berlin itself at the time of Wolfe’s stay there was being claimed as a “central 
character” in Nazi propaganda, often appearing “as a national symbol of unity as 
Germany moved closer to war”.23 These images of the city as the very symbol of 
Nazism. Along with those echoed in the writings of American authors during the 
1930s, they are likewise easily transferred in later literature onto East Berlin 
under the GDR. In Fletcher Knebel’s Crossing in Berlin (1981), the protagonist 
muses that the GDR, with its guarded wall, is “a constant visual reminder of 
Hitler’s extermination camps. Coupled with the goose-stepping troops who 
paraded along Unter den Linden on May Day,” the Wall’s barbed-wire and guard 
towers seem “almost intentionally calculated to fan fading memories of the 
demonic Nazi era”.24 As Anna K. Khun has commented on East German writers’ 
post-Wall descriptions of Berlin as a topography still representing Stasi control, 
American fiction, too, often fixates on the fascist “spirit” of Berlin even long after 
the fact. Meanwhile, Beverly Crawford and James Martel mention that American 
film up until the 1970s tended to conflate communism and Nazism,25 and that it 
was only as “the early 1970s relaxed the image of the communist enemy,” that 
American filmmakers began to “explore Nazism and the Holocaust for their own 
sake”.26 Their interest in doing so, suggest Crawford and Martel, lay partly in 
nagging parallels between the contemporary U.S. and Germany under National 
Socialism, for, as they point out, Nazi Germany, just like the U.S. itself, “was 
efficient and modern, their soldiers disciplined and loyal. In short, they were like 
‘us.’ Subjugation, genocide, and enslavement were hardly foreign to the 
                                                
19 Wolfe, You Can’t Go Home Again, 626. 
20 Qtd. in Leo Bersani, “Against Monogamy,” in Is the Rectum a Grave? And Other Essays 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2010), 141. 
21 Wolfe, You Can’t Go Home Again, 633. 
22 Wolfe, You Can’t Go Home Again, 627. 
23 Alexandra Richie, Faust’s Metropolis: A History of Berlin (New York: Carroll & Graf, 1998), 455-
56. 
24 Fletcher Knebel, Crossing in Berlin (New York: Doubleday, 1981), 182. 
25 Beverly Crawford and James Martel, “Representations of Germans and What Germans 
Represent: American Film Images and Public Perceptions in the Postwar Era,” in Transatlantic 
Images and Perceptions: Germany and America since 1776, ed. David E. Barclay and Elisabeth 
Glaser-Schmidt, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 297. 
26 Crawford and Martel, “Representations of Germans and What Germans Represent: American 
Film Images and Public Perceptions in the Postwar Era,” 305.  
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American experience. Nazi images serve as a mirror to the American past and 
present; more extreme, exaggerated, but still recognizable”.27  

Most American fiction describing Berlin, however, avoids direct exploration of 
the city’s militaristic past, relying instead, like Marcus, on passing references in 
almost coded terms and pre-established stereotypes to cue the reader. Fleeting 
images of militarism, couched within the most ordinary descriptions of the city, 
echo again and again in both American and British writings of the postwar period. 
Stephen Spender describes the city’s squares as being “just places where 
several streets halted and had a little rest before going on with their uniformed 
march”,28 while for Irving Wallace, if the Kurfürstendamm has “the grandeur of 
the Champs-Elysées,” it makes its true mark with the “leafy green trees standing 
like sentinels on either side of the street”.29 These light-handed insinuations of 
the city’s martial spirit (and its subtle influences on visitors) are even more 
obvious in heavy-handed works like Martin Dibner’s A God for Tomorrow (1961), 
in which an almost comically patriotic and upright American protagonist argues 
with a Berliner over unsettling recent neo-Nazi youth movements in the city. 
Receiving the infuriatingly ironic response that these are no more serious than 
contemporary race riots in the U.S., the protagonist storms out to “attack” the 
Tiergarten “with vigor, marching like a grenadier every foot of the way” to quell 
his “senseless rage”.30 Again, half a century later, in Dan Fesperman’s The Arms 
Maker of Berlin (2009), a villainous Berliner’s romantic dreams are “chased from 
his eyelids by the chill martial gray of a Prussian morning”,31 as if the light of the 
city itself might alter a character’s intentions and character.  

Looking at passages like these, one wonders if there is not something in 
Berlin’s very layout that resonates with a martial march. After all, Hitler’s 
“motivating idea” in replanning the city was that “everything had to be longer, 
bigger, wider, taller and more massive than the buildings in any other capital”.32 
These plans, writes Alexandra Richie, were mainly remarkable for “their cold and 
forbidding giantism”.33 As planners cut down lime trees to redesign Wilhelmplatz 
as a parade ground and Hitler’s north-south axis cut a straight sweep of parade 
ground through the Tiergarten, the city itself began imposing militaristic designs 
on its natural green spaces. These plans for Berlin were largely secret, and only 
known to Berliners through “vague rumours”,34 making their unexpected 
emergence not only dominating but undemocratic. Yet plans for Berlin’s dwarfing 
of its inhabitants did not date just to the 1930s and 40s. Kaiser Wilhelm II had 
already been obsessed with architectural monumentality and, Richie notes, when 
building the new Royal Library, gave his architect only “one brief: it had to be 
bigger and better than the reading room of the British Library.” In the world’s 

                                                
27 Crawford and Martel, “Representations of Germans and What Germans Represent: American 
Film Images and Public Perceptions in the Postwar Era,” 306-07.  
28 Stephen Spender. World within World (London: Hamish Hamilton, 1951), 107. 
29 Irving Wallace, The Seventh Secret (New York: Signet, 1986), 7. 
30 Martin Dibner, A God for Tomorrow (New York: Lance Books, 1963), 33. 
31 Dan Fesperman, The Arms Maker of Berlin (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 2009), 25. 
32 Richie, Faust’s Metropolis, 471. 
33 Richie, Faust’s Metropolis, 471. 
34 Richie, Faust’s Metropolis, 470. 
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largest reading room, “not only did the enormous dome magnify the slightest 
whisper but it was so difficult to heat that scholars had to dress in winter coats in 
order to work”.35 What was left of this dominating architectural Berlin after the 
city’s wartime destruction? As Alan Balfour notes, while architecture “is what is 
left when all else is removed, it frequently leaves very little, and what there is can 
only provide an imperfect representation of anything”. “Yet,” Balfour continues, “in 
its imperfection it persists in touching the mind,” as “[k]nowledge of the reality 
below the surface of things is continually being felt, […] experienced and 
interpreted”. Indeed, if, as Lewis Mumford has written, “an historic phase of urban 
culture creates a durable archetype that cannot be put neatly within the time 
boundaries of any single period”,36 even the ruins of these buildings and plans 
often rise in fictional postwar Berlin even more forcefully and menacingly above 
an otherwise flattened landscape. A typical example is seen in Joseph Kanon’s 
The Good German (2001), where, in a recently bombed Berlin, “Goering’s new 
Air Ministry, or its shell, had survived, but the rest of the street, the long line of 
pompous government buildings, lay in sooty heaps, their bricks spilling into the 
street like running sores”.37 These hulking ruins, in turn, seem to spill into the 
fictional landscape of America’s Berlin: “the other buildings in Elssholzstrasse 
had been knocked out, so the Control Council headquarters stood even larger 
now,” a “massive hulk of Prussian stone,” with its “grim streetfront” inside which, 
previously “party members […] had sentenced their victims to worse prisons”,38 
while a train station stands “hulking over Nollendorfplatz”.39 These images 
reappear in descriptions of contemporary Berlin as well, to describe a conquered 
but still menacing communist authoritarianism, as in the “hulking gray” former 
Stasi headquarters still standing on Normannenstrasse.40 While these hulking 
structures are described partly to emphasise the power the Allies (or 
reunification) had defeated, their shift from being “massive hulks” (noun) to 
“hulking” (verb), marks them less as magnificently bombed trophies laid out 
before a conquering U.S. army, and progressively more as active symbols in the 
landscape, whose life below they not only dwarf, but subtly influence. Americans 
who visit ruined, postwar Berlin or the East Berlin of the post-Wall years find, in 
both, traces of a dominating, ghost-like authority. These massive empty 
structures, very much American-styled icons of grandiosity, are transcribed onto 
a German landscape and take on an ominous presence there.  

How might Adorno’s theory of the superego play out in a landscape of “hulking” 
absences, no longer bustling with minorities nor monitored by its former authority, 
but a half-empty ruin where the individual ego itself must account for these 
missing figures in this emptied space? While Adorno’s theory proposes that the id 
is projected onto the Other, with the authority figure as superego, American 
stories set in postwar Berlin would seem to show that, with the former id 

                                                
35 Richie, Faust’s Metropolis, 215-16. 
36 Lewis Mumford, The City in History (San Diego: Harcourt, Inc., 1989), 400.  
37 Joseph Kanon, The Good German (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 2001), 15. 
38 Kanon, The Good German, 82. 
39 Kanon, The Good German, 93. 
40 Fesperman, The Arms Maker of Berlin, 395. 
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projection’s recipients (political, religious and ethnic minorities), and a former 
authority figure (National Socialist icons) now both absent, a narrative 
contextualization of this space in terms of the self is now much more difficult to 
construct. As a means of achieving one within this unfamiliar space in which, as 
Lefebvre supposes, outsiders must “either recognize themselves or lose 
themselves”,41 the subject’s superego is first projected onto emptied spaces of 
the city itself, then, as it eventually can no longer be satisfactorily located here, 
fictional protagonists often finally assume this superego’s position themselves. In 
order to “accede” to unfamiliar or uncharted social space, Lefebvre writes, 
children and adolescents – and, one might assume, other newcomers or 
foreigners to this space – “must pass tests” within “reserved spaces” or “special 
preserves,” which include “cursed places, places characterized by the presence 
or absence of gods, associated with the death of gods, or with hidden powers 
and their exorcism”.42 These are all apt descriptions of Americans’ fictionalized 
postwar Berlin.  

For fictional American characters in Berlin, this assuming by the self of an 
absent superego figure’s position is indeed a logical one, for what these 
characters cannot forget is that what finally laid waste to the city and its symbolic 
superego’s authority was not its own totalitarianism, but Allied bombs and 
artillery. It is, in this very clear sense, the self that has destroyed this landscape. 
Fictional Americans in works like those of Dibner and Kanon thus have the eerie 
experience of finding themselves in a position of power left vacant by the demise 
of fascism, which they themselves have wrested away from another. The often 
overwhelming urge (both psychic and narrative) to assume this now vacated 
position leads them to explore their own unconscious desires, which can be 
located in the empty spaces Berlin holds waiting to be filled. These spaces are by 
no means neutral, but carry traces of their former occupants which threaten to 
impose their own designs on those who occupy them in the present.  

Later American fiction continues its exploration of fascism’s potential for 
incarnation in the individual subject set in the right circumstances, with a 
symbolic Berlin appearing as both a circumstance and setting. In Irene Dische’s 
Strange Traffic (1995), for example, the American protagonist Charles arrives in 
Berlin after his estranged, expatriated Jewish father’s death there, with plans to 
either take over or to liquidate his father’s business (a shop tellingly called Die 
Schöne Heimat). Feeling an indescribable gloominess overwhelming him, 
Charles eventually moves in with his late father’s German mistress and, after 
being manipulated by her, abruptly rapes her. Horrified by his act, he flees the 
city, abandoning his inheritance. Protagonists like Charles often arrive in Berlin 
unable to find a place for themselves or a connection to the hauntingly empty and 
often repulsive spaces of its surface topography, then compensate by moving 
into romantic relationships promising a bond with the city, and finally complete 
their tales with violent rejection before achieving cultural adaptation. In “Strange 
Traffic,” the protagonist first projects his own desire for control of the Heimat onto 
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an absent, Germanized father but, when finally assuming the controlling position 
himself, undergoes a sudden, unexpected and unexplained violent 
transformation, to which his only response is flight. As Bakhtin notes in The 
Dialogic Imagination, authoritative discourse “cannot be represented – it is only 
transmitted,” being “by its very nature incapable of being double-voiced; it cannot 
enter into hybrid constructions,” and thus “enters the artistic context as an alien 
body,” leaving “no space around it to play in, no contradictory emotions”.43 
Likewise Charles, receiving this authoritarian voice’s “transmission,” has no 
means of negotiating with it. Its reception is no mere influence, but a total 
transformation, and he must take it on completely himself, performing the role it 
indicates in a sudden and thoroughly radical way (rape). American fiction set in 
Berlin is studded with underlying fears of this sort of influence through a wordless 
transmission of authoritarian discourse. In Dan Sherman’s The Prince of Berlin 
(1983), the character embodying Berlin is said to have “the ability to influence 
people from a distance – psychologically” and visitors “should be aware that it 
can affect you”.44 In Uris’s novel, Nazism is described as a silent disease, with 
Berlin itself as a possessed body. In Irving Wallace’s The Seventh Secret (1986), 
a heroine can only be rescued by an American who kills the Nazi guarding her 
and dresses in the dead man’s SS uniform. These fictions, meanwhile, display 
distinct mechanisms for distancing the foreign self from Berlin’s symbolic “taking 
over,” even as characters act within the city in ways that in themselves implicate 
them in what the city comes to symbolize. An early means of allowing American 
characters to become actants within the markers of Berlin’s heavily charged 
narrative space, without being directly identified with them, is their frequent 
“return” to safe, “Americanized” spaces within the city, allowing them to re-
establish their identity outside its influence by identification with “natural,” park-
like spaces within the urban fabric. A predominating early metaphor for this is the 
central park within the city where, in Sinclair Lewis’s Dodsworth (1929), an 
American wife, veering dangerously into an affair with a German nobleman in the 
corrupted urban space of a thoroughly modern 1920s Berlin, takes a reprieve 
from her lover with her husband in the Tiergarten, where the endangered couple 
follow the “paths beside brooks, over little bridges, along a lake, to the Coney 
Island minarets”.45 Here, the garden is an innocent and insulated container 
dotted with American visual markers, marking a breathing space for her 
reconnection with her spouse.46 In later plots outlining the rise of National 
Socialism, however, access to this gardenlike, Americanized space frequently 
appears blocked. In Katherine Anne Porter’s “The Leaning Tower” (1934), for 
example, the protagonist struggles to find beauty in a city with which he feels an 
intimate connection, but which is now imbued with the unseen but very much 
sensed rise of fascism. He is reminded that in New York’s Central Park, trees are 
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already budding, while in Berlin, “There is nothing in the Tiergarten at this time,” 
as Berlin is “a dark place in winter”.47 In Porter’s short story, the protagonist’s 
fellow boarder in a Berlin rooming house comments that one would “think we 
were living in a damnation jail, […] but all Berlin is just like that”,48 and urges him 
to leave. The story closes with the protagonist staying on, with the feeling of 
“something perishable but threatening, uneasy, hanging over his head or stirring 
angrily, dangerously, at his back,” but worrying that if he cannot “find out now 
what it was that troubled him so in this place, maybe he would never know”.49 
What troubles the character here is no longer simply the “corrupting” influence of 
European modernism, but an unsettling (and growing) authoritarian aspect of 
modernism that was certainly something Porter herself also feared for the U.S.  

Likewise, for Wolfe’s protagonist in You Can’t Go Home Again, the imagined 
return to a pastoral German “homeland” is irrecoverably lost in Hitler’s rise to 
power. While the latter is described as a uniquely urban phenomenon, Wolfe’s 
moral judgment against Nazism is at the same time balanced with a rejection of 
the city, and an embrace of the natural scenery outside it as a solution. As the 
protagonist leaves Berlin, the city’s ominous political undertones are highlighted 
on a train platform as the urban environment swarms around him. When his train 
pulls out of the station, the city, with its “solid, ugly streets, those massive, ugly 
buildings in the Victorian German style”,50 recedes, and soon he finds himself  

 
rushing through the outskirts of the city toward the open country. 
[…] And now the city was left behind. Those familiar faces, forms, 
and voices of just six minutes past now seemed as remote as 
dreams, imprisoned there as in another world – a world of massive 
brick and stone and pavements, a world hived of four million lives, 
of hope and fear and hatred, of anguish and despair, of love, of 
cruelty and devotion, that was called Berlin. […] The dark solitude 
of the forest was around them now […] the haunting magic of the 
woods again.51 

 
In his escape from the city into an idealized natural landscape, he prefigures his 
own return to the United States. While Webber is relieved to be “‘out’ of that land 
which had been so much more to him than land, so much more than place,” this  
“geography of heart’s desire,” an “unknown inheritance,” which “had been his 
soul’s dark wonder” and “the other part of his heart’s home, a haunted place of 
dark desire”,52 he finally worries, too, that what he has managed to escape (or 
has lost) in Germany, may follow him home. Whatever connections American 
characters feel to Berlin, an overwhelming majority of their stories close with their 
leaving it. Active flight from urban space, as in the last pages of Wolfe’s novel, is 
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a typical conclusion. Yet, like Wolfe, later writers also express concerns that a 
fictional/topographical return to the U.S. may not offer an easy solution.   

In the postwar and later periods, passage over water is a recurrent means of 
distancing oneself from the city. A surprising number of fictions set in postwar or 
divided Berlin show American protagonists departing via its canals, or associate 
images of escape with its various lakeshores. In Pynchon’s Gravity’s Rainbow 
(1973), the protagonist and his companions leave a chaotic Berlin via a canal 
barge. Thomas’s Cold War Swap (1966) portrays pursued Americans escaping 
West Berlin by ship. The protagonists in Kanon’s The Good German, pursued by 
Soviet agents in a climactic scene, plunge their car into the Landwehr Canal to 
escape. All, perhaps, clear enough metaphors for the distancing Atlantic as a 
means of escaping a postwar socio-political scenario that threatens the 
protagonists’ identities after their own implicit involvement in it. Fiction set in post-
Wall Berlin, meanwhile, often attempts to bridge gaps between the spaces of 
Berlin and their American counterparts through images of physical bridges over 
water. In Marcus’s The Captain’s Fire, there “seems to be a bridge” between the 
protagonist and the Brandenburg Gate, which reminds him of a “bridge in 
Milwaukee”.53 As he begins to remember other bridges in the USA, he sees 
“before me, out of sight: Schinkel’s rebuilt Palace Bridge, at the start of Unter den 
Linden”.54 Calling attention to his delayed path home to the United States, he 
concludes: “And this bridge, before me, which doesn’t exist, which has no name, 
but beckons, as though it could be crossed [to] safety. The safeness of 
elsewhere”.55 Marcus, like many other writers, clearly reverses the actual fictional 
situation with this metaphor for escape from Berlin, for his character, like many 
others, has actually come across the ocean to Berlin to “escape” from his 
previous situation in the U.S. Here, the situation is a familial one, and often the 
reasons for leaving the U.S. involve personal situations that reflect contemporary 
social and cultural situations in the U.S., such as stultifying marriages, recent 
divorces, or corruption. This distancing of oneself from Berlin is complicated, 
however, by undercurrents of identification with the city. In Sherman’s The Prince 
of Berlin, one character unabashedly announces, “I’m Berlin”.56 Escape from 
Berlin thus becomes an attempt to escape from the self. As Sherman’s 
protagonist muses, gazing toward a lake on the city’s edge, “We’ve got to get out 
of this city. One way or another we’ve got to get out,” to which his German 
companion smilingly but ominously replies, “This is Berlin, Alex. I am not sure 
there is a way out”.57 Indeed, if one is Berlin, how does one get “out” of oneself? 
In narratives whose plots make escape from this self-reflecting city impossible, 
alterity to the authoritarian Other is often maintained topographically. In later 
fiction especially, a recurring formulaic phrase geographically distances 
characters from Berlin’s symbolic heart and its perceived darker aspects, 
allowing them to dabble in the city’s dubious underground workings while 
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maintaining their status as outsiders. A large number of spy novels published in 
the 1980s and set in Berlin have characters staying “parallel to the Ku’damm” or 
“just off the Ku’damm,” underscoring their protagonists’ detachment from the 
essential fabric of Berlin’s corruption while they themselves commit acts no less 
questionable than those of the Nazis and various Stasi or KGB agents they are 
sent to battle. Wallace’s American, British and Israeli heroes stay “just off the 
Kurfürstendamm” as they go about the city collaborating with Soviet-era 
Russians and GDR officials, their movements through Berlin’s streets mirrored 
and countered by those of Nazis hidden below these same streets in a 
subterranean bunker.58 In Dan Fesperman’s novel, a collaborating couple of 
flirtatious historians, one American and one from the former GDR, arrive in Berlin 
to interview a former Nazi informant, and “wind up” staying “just off the Ku-
Damm”,59 where we learn that the Berliner in the team had informed on her own 
grandmother to the Stasi as a child, and that the American is slowly being 
coerced into spying himself. If he resists and she is redeemed, the lawyer for 
their Nazi-era nemesis notably forms an opposing topographical pole with his 
own office on the Kurfürstendamm. Even the heroine of Danielle Steel’s The Ring 
(1980), though engaged to an SS officer, is portrayed as curiously innocent, 
dancing at Nazi functions before marrying her lover “just off the 
Kurfürstendamm”,60 only to watch the church being bombed as the couple drives 
away. She herself ultimately survives Berlin’s bombing and goes on to become 
an American citizen, while her husband is killed. 

This distancing stance toward Nazism or communism through the city’s being 
set apart from the characters’ own placement on a topographical plane, even as 
American characters employ their own analogous methods of espionage or 
violence, can also be used to distance them from budding aspects of 
contemporary American culture which are difficult for authors (or perhaps 
readers) to directly ascribe to postwar American culture itself. The protagonist in 
Dibner’s A God for Tomorrow, moving with seeming complicity through a seedily 
stereotyped underworld of prostitutes and homosexuals while in a constant 
rhetorical battle to distance himself from them, also stays on a side street “off the 
Kurfürstendamm”.61 In Patricia Highsmith’s The Boy Who Followed Ripley 
(1980), the male protagonists stay “off the Kurfürstendamm”,62 maintaining their 
masculinity even as they flirt in Berlin’s famous gay nightclubs, laughing 
awkwardly each time the bed in their hotel is mentioned. The protagonist himself 
later goes to his German associate’s flat, again “parallel with the Ku’damm”,63 
where a transvestite lends him a dress so he can meet with his companion’s 
kidnappers in disguise. For Highsmith and Dibner, it would seem that being “just 
off” West Berlin’s signature thoroughfare signals homoerotic interest or 
involvement without any danger to characters’ own masculine identity, just as, for 
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later writers, this location can curiously attribute an American’s espionage and 
murder to Berlin itself, without implicating the American self or its traditional 
sense of democratic values.  

If a parallel street is a mirrored trajectory without connection to its twin, these 
characters’ movement through Berlin’s narrative space signals an existence 
parallel to, yet disconnected from what the city itself is made to represent. The 
characters’ narrative traffic is able to follow a track similar to that of the world in 
which they move, without tacit engagement. Protagonists explore less palatable 
contemporaneous aspects of 20th century politics and culture without the stigma 
of becoming implicated themselves – or of implicating the image of the United 
States. After all, what these protagonists discover in themselves as they interact 
with the city is not “really” their own – just as Berlin’s landmarks are not “really” 
American landmarks, but perhaps their darker reflections. Yet they often present 
emblems of what the United States could become. Their images are looming and 
varying, depending on what issues are being demonized under the lens of the 
contemporary popular imagination, be they divorce, communism, socialism, 
military and government growth, or homosexuality.  

 Historical preservation of urban forms through memorialization, as Lefebvre 
writes, is one means of soothing our unease at what a society represses or seeks 
to forget, for when “sites, forms and functions are no longer focused and 
appropriated by monuments, the city’s contexture or fabric – its streets, its 
underground levels, its frontiers – unravel, and generate not concord but 
violence. Indeed, space as a whole becomes prone to sudden eruptions of 
violence”.64 Fictionalized accounts of this urban space might well be considered 
another means of this protective memorialisation, on an international scale. If, as 
Leon Uris mused in 1963, “there is ever to be a redemption of the German 
people, it began in Berlin”,65 then, in turn, as Ladd suggests, if there is to be a 
redemption of any people anywhere at any time, it might find its model here. 
Contemporary fictions set in Berlin already hint that writers are seeking to 
broaden Uris’s lofty assertion in ways that both universalize and personalize 
historical experience. For Paul Beatty’s Slumberland (2008) protagonist, the 
“metallic Post-it notes” of Berlin’s now innumerable commemorative plaques all 
read only the same words, hinting at both the visitor’s alterity from Berlin’s past, 
and his potential for choice in its stead:  

 
WAY BACK WHEN, AND PROBABLY TOMORROW, IN THE EXACT PLACE WHERE YOU 
STAND, SOMETHING HAPPENED. WHATEVER HAPPENED, AT LEAST ONE PERSON 
GAVE A FUCK, AND AT LEAST ONE PERSON DIDN’T. WHICH ONE WOULD YOU HAVE 
BEEN? WHICH ONE WILL YOU BE?66  

 
If Berlin’s “meaning” has reversed again since Uris’s postwar perspective on the 
city, then here, at last, Berlin situates itself as an open signifier for the sometimes 
overwhelming results of the choices we, as individuals and societies, make: a 
signifier onto which all humanity might finally project itself quite clearly.  
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